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Abstract: Signature verification plays a significant role in many
biometric authentication places. Many financial institutes
require a robust signature verification process for check
clearance, loan sanction, processing, pension relation
documents, etc. Expert forgeries make it hard to authenticate an
individual's identification based on signatures. Typically, this
occurs when the forger understands the user's intricate features
of the signature and strives to mimic it. Online signature
verification approaches can extract various features such as
keystrokes, pressure of the pointer, duration between the strokes
and the lettering styles, so that verification becomes effective.
However, the lack of these intricate details in offline signature,
the authentication process becomes much more difficult. To
address these issues, in this paper we propose deep learningbased approaches for offline signature verification. In this
regard, we have used ZFNet, LeNet and AlexNet architectures
with CEDAR, BHSig20 and UTsig datasets for our extensive.
experimentation. We propose a learning model in which the
dataset consists of multiple genuine and forged signatures.
Further, performance analysis of these techniques has been
carried out. It was found that LeNet has provided better training
and testing accuracy with above 82% performance.
Keywords: ZFNet, LeNet, AlexNet, Writer- Independent
detection, CNN, Signature Verification System.

I.

Behavioural characteristics such as handwritten signature
and voice are the latter part. In these two signatures,
biometric frameworks are often used.
Verification: In this situation, a biometric sample is
provided by the user and confirms their identification; the
verification system validates the user's authenticity.
Identification: The major goal in this situation is to identify
the individual from the provided batch.
The signature verification system will automatically assess
whether a biometric sample belongs to a claimed individual.
Forgeries are classified into three kinds:
1.
Random forgeries: The unexpected forgery cases
are in the imitator without any data about the client or
signature data. The imitator Utilizes their signature to
submit fabrication. The delivered sign differs in meaning
and has a distinct style. Thus, these are the easiest to
identify.
2.
Simple forgeries: Simple forgeries are the forgeries
where the forger has an uncertain idea regarding the name;
however, it is without the signature format. This case might
look a little like the authentic signature; for most, those
cases were in the clients' full signatures.
3.
Skill forgeries: Skill forgeries are those where the
imitator can figure out the client's name used in the sign as
well as the format of the client sign. They observe and focus
on consistently repeating a similar mark. These forgeries are
extremely accomplished and nearly identical to real
signatures, and hands are difficult to distinguish. Signature
verification frameworks are of two types:
1.
Online framework (dynamic): Whenever the
signature is delivered, the pointer's movement is considered
in the online technique. The algorithms employed here also
look at the position, pressure used by the pen, speed of
signature, and acceleration. These dynamic features are
Distinctive to every person, and they're also rehashed
Throughout the entire time duration.
2.
Offline framework (static): The technique utilised
in offline signature verification is considerably different
since the signature analysis can only be performed after the
signature has been completed. The signature is shown here
using computerised digital graphics. A system for
verification of signature (SVS) assists an organisation in
determining the validity of a wide range of legal documents.
A handwritten signature is the simplest and most secure way
of identification. Signatures have played an important role
in a variety of industries, including financial, economic, and
legal activities.

INTRODUCTION

The most basic form

of identifying a person is their
signature, consisting of strokes, shapes, and formats. This
signature can authorize a cheque or document or conclude a
letter as a proof of distinctiveness and intent. It serves as
verification of a person's identity. A signatory or signer is
the individual who makes a signature. Signatures have been
an intriguing component of human civilization for a very
long time. In our modern age, biometrics are used in every
field for security purposes. A framework like this analyses a
person based on physiological or behavioural features.
Estimates of natural evidence qualities, such as the unique
finger impression, face, exclusive iris, and so on.
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II.

LITERATURE SURVEY

The paper by M.Abadi et al. [1] used TensorFlow for large
scale ML(machine learning), while the paper by H.
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Baltzakis et al. [2] used a two-stage perceptron OCON (oneclass –one-network) for every global feature set extracted
from grid and texture. The first stage extracts decisions from
feature data while the radial base function, RBF, of the
second stage performs classification. Most of the authors
employed OpenCV and Keras in the python environment et
al. [3,4]. They claimed a higher accuracy rate for
recognition. Dutta et al. [5] used local associative indexing
for verification of signature that is writer independent. They
used HOG (Histogram of Oriented Gradients) for the
hybridization of local features and the global statistical
features that are obtained from the signature image. The
spatial information between local features has been used for
separating forged and original signatures. Here, learning a
condensed set of neighbouring features (that are of higher
order) based on visual words, like doublets and triplets, is a
challenging problem due to the associated exponential time
complexity. DWT (Discrete Wavelet Transform) and the
Image Fusion method has been used by S. Ghandali et al.
[6] for offline Persian signature identification and
verification. Experimental results demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed method in classifying the
images based on the Euclidean distance between the test
image and each pattern. K. Han and I. K. Sethi et al. [7]
used a set of geometrical and topological elements to map
the signature image into two strings of the local associative
indexing to accept the partial input queries and prove the
tolerance of the missing features. We have checked our
system performance with an image database having 120
pictures. K. Huang et al. [8] introduced a technique for
(offline) signature verification taking into regard the
features that are extracted from images. In this technique,
the shape of the signature plays a major role. Based on the
similarity measure of shapes of signatures, a signature is
recognized and verified. Similarly, a Neural network
classifier is used to analyze the geometrical features of a
signature image. And all the outputs from each scale are

aggregated to obtain the final or overall match rate. The
model is trained on genuine and forged samples that are
artificially generated from enrollment referenced signatures.
This allows training control and reduces the sample number
that is required to achieve better performance. Oliveira and
Otsu [9,10] adapted geometrical features and graphology for
signature confirmation. Smart tools are presented for web
investigation by RAO et. all.,[11] so that signatures can also
be extracted from cloud medium..
III.

EXISTING APPROACHES

The field of verifying offline signatures has been researched
for the past few decades. The issue has been addressed from
a variety of perspectives throughout the long period. A few
of the existing methodologies are1. Earlier, professional workers were hired to compare the
signatures on government documents to prove the
authenticity of the signatures. However, this is highly
unreliable and time taking.
2. There are many existing frameworks for offline signature
verification; one such system utilizes feature extraction.
However, it uses feature extraction where the model is
prepared to extract features like slanted/skewness, kurtosis
and eccentricity manually. This system is easier to
understand and compare but couldn’t perform well in
detecting skilled forgeries.
IV.

PROPOSED SYSTEM

In the proposed system, we are using CNN (Convolutional
Neural Networks) architectures to train our model. Here we
need not calculate features and identify the similarities, We
train our model with CNN upon which the model maps out
the patterns and logic between the training and testing
dataset to validate the accuracy of the signature verification.

Figure-1: This Figure Represents the Four Modules in Our Proposed Approach.
Figure1, figure 2 and figure 3 give the architecture of the
proposed approaches. CNN (Convolutional Neural
Networks) are commonly utilised in domains involving the
analysis of visual information; hence, these designs are well
suited to signature verification. For high input sizes, this
design scales better than completely connected models since
it has fewer trainable parameters. Instead of employing
feature extractors, we train the model with ZFNet, LeNet,
and AlexNet architectures, which contain layers such as
max pooling, flattening layers, Conv2D layers, and so on.
ZFNet: The convolutional neural network ZFNet is a
classic convolutional neural network. Visualizing
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intermediate feature layers and the classifier's operation
inspired the design. The filter widths and stride of the
convolutions are lowered compared to AlexNet. In
comparison to AlexNet, the authors of ZFNet increased the
number of filters in all convolutional layers and the number
of neurons in the fully connected layers, in addition to
modifying the filter size. The ZFNet has 96-256-384-384256-4096-4096 kernels/neurons. This allowed the network
to raise the complexity of internal representations, lowering
the mistake rate from 15.4 percent last year to 14.8 percent
this year.
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.
Figure-2: This figure represents the architecture of the ZFNet.
Table-I: This table represents the output upon building
the ZFNet model.

Table-II: This table Represents the Output Upon
Building the LeNet model.

LeNet: LeNet-5 is one of the very first convolutional neural
networks, and it aided deep learning research. LeNet, as an
early convolutional neural network, possesses the basic
units of convolutional neural networks, such as the
convolutional layer, pooling layer, and complete connection
layer, establishing the groundwork for future convolutional
neural network development. As illustrated in the diagram
(32*32-pixel input image data): There are seven layers in
LeNet-5. Every other layer, in addition to input, can train
parameters. Cx stands for convolution layer, Sx for subsampling layer, Fx for complete connection layer, and x for
layer index in the diagram.

AlexNet: AlexNet has eight layers: the first five were
convolutional layers, followed by max-pooling layers in
some cases, and the final three were fully linked layers. [2]
It used the non-saturating ReLU activation function, which
outperformed tanh and sigmoid in terms of training
performance.

Figure 4: This figure represents the architecture of the
AlexNet

Figure 3: This figure represents the architecture of
LeNet-5.
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Table-III: This Table Represents the Output Upon Building the AlexNet model

V.

DATASET

We have used this on four datasets for performance
analysis, out of which 3 are training datasets. They are
CEDAR, BHSig260, UTSig.
1. CEDAR: This dataset has a total of 55 signatures, and the
people signed are from different social and expert
backgrounds. Here we will take 24 genuine and 24 forged
signatures into consideration for each user.
2. BHSig260: This dataset contains a total of 260 signers.
The signers are Hindi and Bengali. There are 160 signers
from Hindi and around 100 signers from Bengali. Each user
has 30 forged signatures and 24 real signatures.
3. UTSig: This dataset contains signatures from the
Persians. There are a total of 8320 signatures on this
document. A total of 115 signatures are collected. And we
have 45 fraudulent signatures and 37 real autographs for
each individual. Fig 4 and fig 5 are sample images of real
and forged signatures.

Figure 6: Sample image of a real signature in the data
set.
VI.

DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK

A. Software Installation
1) Visit the following website:
Colab.research.google.com
2) Sign in to collabs by using a google account.
3) To start a new runtime instance, select a new notebook.
By clicking on it, you may modify the name of your
notebook to whatever you like.
4) You enter your code in the cell execution block. A cell
can be executed in two ways:
a) Press shift+enter
b) Click on the run symbol at the top left corner of each cell.
You can also run all cells at a time by clicking "run all" in
Runtime. Output for each cell is displayed right below the
cell.

Figure 5: Sample image of a forged signature in the data
set.
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5) Colab allows users to upload files from their Google
Drive account to access training data stored there. There are
two ways to mount a drive in collab:
a) Using GUI: To mount your Google Drive, click on the
file icon on the left side of the screen and then on the
"Mount Drive" icon.
b) Using code: Execute the following code given below:
from google. colab import drive
.mount(‘/content/drive’)
6) A pip is the package manager that is used to install
packages. For example, run this command to install a certain
version of TensorFlow:
!pip3 install tensorflow==1.5.0
The exclamation point instructs the notebook cell that the
command should be executed as a shell command.
7) You can download your code as .ipynb or .py files. You
can also save your code with outputs as pdf by clicking
'Print' in the 'File' icon and then choosing the "Save as pdf"
option.
VII.

Table-IV: Experimental results: Performance
Comparison of Deep Learning Networks

The CNN model is built and then trained using the training
dataset, which is further validated using the test dataset, and
the final output is given in the form of a percentage, which
gives us the accuracy. This accuracy tells us how accurately
our model determines if an image is real/forged. The table
IV gives the overall analysis of the accuracies obtained upon
using three different architectures ZFNet, LeNet and
AlexNet which can be used for comparison of the
architectures. And for each architecture, analysis is also
performed by changing epochs and batch size.

EXECUTION

1. Image input: The program's execution begins with the
display of examples of real and faked images. Then we read
the paths of all the genuine and forged images. Here, we use
the glob function, which is used to return all file paths that
match a specific pattern. For accurate results, it's better to
use good resolution images.
2. Image loading: The OpenCV module in Python contains
a read function for reading an image from a provided path.
The picture should be present in the same directory as the
application, or the exact method of the image's information,
such as the location, must be supplied as input. Cv2.imread
is used to read the path of the specified image.
Img1=cv2.imread(“Input_path_of_the_image”)
3. Image preprocessing: The input picture is preprocessed
at this step. The image is transformed in a variety of ways,
including resizing and grey scaling. The OpenCV functions
cat colour and resizes() are used for grey scaling and
resizing, respectively. The dataset comprises a training
dataset and a testing dataset. And the labels are given for
genuine and forged images. Genuine images are labelled as
'0', and forged images are labelled as '1'.
4. CNN model training: Before we proceed, we must train
the CNN model to determine if a picture is authentic or
counterfeit. During this step, we will create a neural network
model. We create and train the CNN model with CNN
layers and the fit technique using the Keras library.
Using the add () technique, we will slowly build a sequential
model. The Conv2D class is used to create a basic CNN.
The CNN model has been constructed. The preprocessed
pictures are now sent into the CNN model to be trained.
5. Output: Testing is done following the training phase.
Here the model will be tested against the testing dataset, and
the output is displayed in terms of percentage, which is the
accuracy percentage.

D. Pseudo code

Figure 6: Pseudo Code for The Frame Work
VIII.

All through the last ten years, there have been numerous
techniques for Offline Signature Verification. While
correcting the difference between genuine and forged
signatures, misleading acknowledgement rates have dropped
fundamentally in the last several years considering
movements in Deep Learning. We gave a lot of information
to help you learn the signatures. The results reveal that
Convolutional Neural Networks are superior for signature
characterisation and understanding visual information
differences between certifiable and fabricated signatures.
The primary improvement in the accuracy and exactness
occurred. Systems research must concentrate on broadening
the scope of frameworks to accommodate more considerable
variations encountered later. For instance, signatures
endorsed in more modest spaces, in a rush, or on reports
with meddling lines.

C. Result and Discussion
The application is finished and ready. In the application, the
image paths are read first. Accuracy is enhanced by highresolution photos. After reading the picture, it is
preprocessed, which includes scaling using the resize ()
method, grayscale conversion with cvtColor, and so on. We
used four datasets. Out of these, three are used as training
datasets, and one is used as a testing dataset.
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1. A component of our future effort will be developing a
simpler and better score normalisation mechanism.
Accessing a signature's complexity level can help with
various concerns, such as client-based score normalisation
or security needs.
2. This can also be further implemented by adding extra
layers of security while authenticating the signatures to
increase the accuracy and safety of systems predictions. It
would be effortless if we could improve the process of
giving inputs by scanning with a camera rather than
uploading files.
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